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Beavers Spring Festival Weekend
coming May and and the
program of events is extensive and
exciting The Festival committee
under the direction of chairman Sue
Eisenberg has been working dili
gently to organize the activities
Friday night at 830 the first of
two presentations of Jean Giraud
OUXS play Ondine will be presented
by the Theatre Playshop Fol
lowing the play parents and guests
are invited to relax in the informal
atmosphere of The Grey Moods
Beavers coffee house Saturday
morning parents may attend the
Circle of Beaver Parents Meeting in
Murphy Chapel Later two faculty
lectures will be presented One by
Dr Conrad Letour Chairman of
the history department is entitled
Europe and America The Ap
proaching Crisis The other lecture
Operation Library will be given by
Mr William Rogers Head Li
brarian and assistant professor of
English
buffet luncheon follows the
mornings activities Students are
requested to make reservations for
the luncheon by April 24th The
traditional May Day Ceremony and
crowning of the May Queen on the
campus lawn will take place that
afternoon Ondine will be presented
again at 400
Saturday night Glee Club will
perform in concert with the Glee
Club of Franklin and Marshall at
830 The highlight of the evening is
the May Day Dance for parents
and students in the Castle Sunday
morning worship service will be
held in the Little Theatre at 1100
The weekend provides an excel
lent opportunity for parents to view
different areas of activity of the
Beaver community Near-by Phil
adelphia offers additional enter
tainment of every sort for those
parents and students wishing to
leave campus Invitations have
been issued preparations are near
ing completion and all are urged
to attend
George Starbuck who was fea
tured at Beaver on April 22 at
Poets Day convocation is present
ly teaching creative writing at the
University of Iowa He taught pre
viously at the State University of
New York at Buffalo and was fic
tion editor at Houghton Mifflin Co
Boston During his thirty-seven
years Mr Staxbuck also has been
military policeman Youth Corps
supervisor rat and mouse breeder
and migrant laborer
Mr Starbuck has done readings
and given lectures at such colleges
and universities as Harvard Yale
Brown Princeton and Cornell He
is the author of two books Born
Thoughts and White Papers He has
published his work in anthologies
of poetry and in magazines such as
Harpers The New Republic and
The Saturday Review Mr Star-
buck also has made an LP record
for the Yale Series cvi Recorded
Poets Carillon Records entitled
George Starbuck
tees administration and our church
connections The chairmen of each
of these committees plus Dr Ed
ward Gates and Dean Margaret Le
Clair formed the lead committee of
which Dr Robert Swaim was chair
man This committee was called the
Evaluation or Steering Committee
All members of the faculty and ad
ministration were divided up and
put into these committees After
this sub committees were formed
The job of the sub committees was
to gather information from each of
their partic.ilar areas which they
then gave to the committees The
committees in turn wrote out re
ports evaluating the information
gathered These reports were then
sent to the Steering Committee
which co-ordinated reworked and
The Joint Statement on the
Rights and Freedoms of Students
which was adopted by the Associa
tion of American Colleges last Jan
uary was previously endorsed by
the United States National Student
Association and by the Council of
the American Association of Univ
ersity Professors The document
was drafted after discussions which
included the National Association of
Women Deans and Counselors The
discussions were concerned with the
responsibilities of students
the participation of students in in
stitutional governance as well as
the rights and freedoms of students
The Resolution of Endorsement
states that machinery for continu
ing joint interpretation of the docu
ment be provided by the national
associations endorsing it The pro
cedures for securing freedom will
vary in each institution as they
must be in harmony with its edu
cational purpose Student autono
my cannot prevail in issues which
affect the academic community as
whole The regular and essential
operation of the institution is not to
be disrupted by the student action
and this would pertain to activities
both outside and in the classroom
Freedom
The preamble states that Free
dom to teach and freedom to learn
are inseparable facets of academic
freedom The freedom to learn de
pends on appropriate opportuni
ties and conditions in the classroom
on the campus and in the larger
community Students should exer
cise their freedom with responsi
bility
The Statement includes six ar
ticles first being on freedom
of access to higher education The
article submits that each institu
tion can choose students with qual
ifications relevant to the institu
tions programs Church-related in-
revised them After this all faculty
and administration read the reports
and made comments in writing
Then the Steering Committee met
again and again reworked the re
ports Now Beaver was ready for
the Association to come which
it did last Monday
The Committee
The committee sent here by the
Association included the chairman
Dr Ruth Adams President of Wel
lesley Dr Carl Munshauer
Head of the Mathematics depart
ment at Colgate Dr Bunham Car
ter Dean at Briarcliff and Dr
George Hoffman of the Pennsyl
vania Department of Education
They arrived late Monday after
noon Monday night there was
social hour and dinner with the
faculty and administration On
Tuesday they met with the trus
tees and cross section of students
ranging from those on Deans list
to those on probation By Tuesday
evening the committees job on cam
pus was over Reports from both
Beaver and the committee are now
to be reviewed by the Middle States
Commission on Higher Education
It will then advise and make sug
gestions try to show us our
strengths and weaknesses It is im
portant to remember that they were
not here to inspect us but rather to
constructively help us
If we are found satisfactory we
will again be accredited Beaver has
been evaluated and accredited by
the Association since 1946
stitutions can give preference to
those of their own persuasion how
ever no student should be barred
from admission on the basis of race
The second article discusses free
doms in the classroom These pro
visions are covered Students should
be free to take exception to data
and reserve judgment about mat
ters of opinion in course although
they are still responsible for learn
ing the content of any course en
rolled in Students should have
protection against prejudiced aca
demic evaluation Students should
be protected against improper dis
closure of their views and political
assmiations or judgments
their character and ability gained
by the professor
The third article contains provi
sions about student records Aca
demic and disciplinary records
should be separate and conditions
of access to each should be set in
an explicit policy statement No re
cords should be kept of political
activities or beliefs of students
Organizations
The fourth article covers Student
Affairs The Freedom of Associa
tion and the Freedom of Inquiry
and Expression must be preserved
Student participation in institution
government must be provided
for and student publication free
doms protected Freedom of Asso
ciation includes the right to organ
ize and join associations and deter
mine the policy by vote of those
students with membership in the
college Affiliation with an extra
mural organization should not dis
qualify student organization from
recognition If campus advisors are
required the organization should be
free to choose its advisor and such
advisors should not control the pol
icy of the organizations Organi
zations may be required to submit
Continued on Page Col
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Middle Slates Association
Reviews Beaver Community
BY DEE DEE NAPP
After much anticipation and an equal amount of paper work the committee from the Mid
dle States Association finally arrived April 15 and left April 16 Many of us still probably
have only sketchy to say the most idea of what the purpose of the Association is or
who its members are
Accredtation Self Evaluation
The Association formed in 1921 Since the important concept em-
defines itself and states its purpose phasized by the Middle States As
on the first page of its pamphlet sociation is self evaluation we should
It bgins The Middle States As- look at the way in which Beaver
sociation of Colleges and Secondary conducted this self evaluation Six
Schools is an independent volun- committees were formed to compre
tary organization educational in- hensively cover life at Beaver
stitutions Its object is to encourage These committees were Faculty
higher achievement and to facilitate Curriculum and Structure chairman
the dev.lopmen of bettar working Mrs Muriel Holland Students and
relations among higher institutions Students Services chairman Dr
secondary schools and other edu- Samuel Cameron Objectives and
cational agencies in the Middle Out-Comes chairman Dr Bernard
States In the main membership is Mausner Resources and Finance
open to schools in New York New chairman Mr Burt Ashman this
Jersey Pennsylvania Maryland committee was concerned with lab-
Delaware the District of Columbia oratories the library and the bud-
Puerto Rico the Canal Zone and get Control and Organization
the Virgin L1ands Accreditation by which included the board of trus
the Association means in their
words that the Institution is guid
ed by well defined and appropriate
educational objectives that it is ac
complishing them substantially and
that it is so organized staffed and
supported that it should continue
to do so for reasonable period
In other words each institution in
the Association may set up its own
standards and objectives The As
sociation reevaluates each member
institution every ten years This re
evaluation process requires each
member pe iodically to review its
own concepts goals and operations
with the aid of the Association It is
one of these reevaluations that
Beaver is undergoing at the pre
sent time
Former Prime Minister of Hungary Ferenc Nagy April 30th convoca
tion speaker
FORMER HUNGARIAN PREMIER WILL
SPEAK AT BEAVER CONVOCATION
Ferenc Nagy was the first and turned to his homeland am liv-
last freely elected Premier of Hun- ing proof he summarizes that
gary Until 1946 Hungary was un- you cannot compromise with Com
der Communist domination Nagys munism
political career was dedicated to
resisting this tyranny and deeply
Campaign for Peace
devoted to his fellow countrymen
Since his exile Mr Nagy has con-
would not let anything stand in the
tinued to resist any compromise
way of his goal not even imprison-
with Communism and feels this is
ment by the Nazis Finally after
the only way to achieve world
holding numerous governmental peace
He has written three books
posts Nagys Smallholders Party
and numerous magazine articles on
was victorious in Hungarys first
this subject He has in addition
free election Nagy was chosen Pre- extensively through
sident of the new Assembly of its
out America to give lectures to
Parliament and in 1946 its Prem college communities His timely
icr message can
be summarized in this
Exile statement Love of liberty is intrin
The story from here is almost too
sic in the human soul Humanitys
incredible to believe while vaca-
road from todays chaos to the
tioning in Switzerland coup
peacefuness of new tomorrow
etat was staged and Premier Nagys may lead through ruin and blood-
small son was kidnapped by the
shed but world democracy is
Communists He was held hostage Just over
the horizon
until Nagy promised to give up his On Tuesday April 30 Beaver
post and leave the country By 1947 College will have the honor of Mr
most devoted patriot was an exile Nagys presence at convocation His
He now lives in America with his topic will deal with The Future of
wife and children he has never re- Eastern Europe
Rights And Freedoms Of Students
Presented In Joint Statement
Spring Festival Weekend Program Of
Events Is Extensive And Exciting
George Starbuck guest speaker
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At present Beaver has
token honor sys
tern In the future Beaver could have
an ideal
honor code The naive acceptance
of the for-
mer and the impossibility of achieving
the lat
ter is directly related
to certain contradictions
in the Beaver community The essential
nature
of these contradictions springs
out of intra and
inter personal relationshiPS
Three specific ex
amples that serve to
illustrate the nature of
these relationships within the
Beaver commu
nity include ones relationship
with oneself
ones relationship with ones friends
and ones
relationship with the Beaver community
as
whole In order to determine to
what extent
the honor code might be successful
it is neces
sary to examine the system
in light of these
relationships
Each student comes to Beaver as an individ
ual with unique characteristics and unique
background of ethical and moral
standards
Should student necessarily give up her own
sense of integrity
in order to conform to sys
tern in which she might not
believe What
sort of action can student take
when her
own sense of honor and ideals clash
with those
of the social group We feel that the only ab
solute standard we can apply is that as long
as the action does not
hurt other people it
can not be judged as
immoral Yet we remain
in the realm of subjectivity encumbered by
the inability and impossibility of determining
universal moral
Closely connected with this idea
of respon
sibility to self is the question of reporting
oneself requirement under an honor system
If student feels that his sense of what is
right supersedes that of the community
should she report herself for premeditated
offense We believe that there are situations
when the individual may have higher sense
of what to her must necessarily be morally
the correct action
Another contradiction arises when the in-
dividual is forced to choose between friend
and the honor code The friend has possibly
committed some offense only somewhat im
moral in the eyes of the individual However
she is faced with whether or not the friendship
comes before the code To argue that the in-
dividual should not have befriended anyone
who would put her in that position is simply
irrelevant since any individual is likely to
violate an honor code because of the nature
of human beings Am my brothers keep-
er Yes but not the keeper of his honor we
must conclude We feel that the depth of
friendship is perhaps the most rewarding ex
perience in our lives and to violate the re
lationship of love and trust between friends is
askmg for super-human feat
The ideal of finding an honor code that will
satisfy all students cannot be much more than
wishful thinking It is an attempt to find an
objective standard in an area where an mdi-
vidual can only speculate subjectively If
total honor code were to be effective it must
tak into consideration that individuals are
subjective moralists An honor code to be
workable must be unconditionally based on
faith and trust in the goodness of mankind
Like John Locke one must believe that man
is basically good and capable of assuming re
sponsibility It must be an honor system that
can transcend all the contradictions that have
raised However we fully realize that ul
faith and honor are utopian ideals and
httle practical applicability to individu
rio are placed in situations in which nat-
contradictions and violations arise Thus
realize that at present an unconditional
system is i.mfeasible at Beaver and this
honor system must be the result
t3atIt Bt1B
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We feel that the only possible remedy or
temporary solution to this situation is to
strengthen the procedures that Beaver uses to
create its own rules The potential of the leg-
islative executive and judicial branches of
the S.G.O are not fully realized Part of this
problem may lie in the fact that the college
is over-committeeized Every part of life at
Beaver is so full of organized committee work
that the parts are hardly aware of the goals
of the whole If we reduced the number of
committees and were willing to vest more
power in these three branches of S.G.O the
S.G.O would become more efficient system
As these branches become more important the
officers would become more selective individ
uals They would be forced to state platforms
and examine school issues The positions
would then become highly desirable Hopeful-
ly rules and regulations would be flexible
changing and being aware of the changing
times The rules would attempt to evolve and
be aware of the varied moral attitude of the
crnmunity The system would no longer in-
hibit the individual but give him freedom of
choice It would not be an abstract utopian
honor system but an integral part of the in-
dividuals life constant reaffirmation and
renewal of the community and the individual
Once this sort of system evolved and be-
came effective the ideals and goals of an hon
or system might be eventually realized But
thecommunity must necessarily go through
period of evolution and examination before
it is ready to accept total honor system Thus
the honor system must be an end ultimately
to be achieved by these means not means
by which its own defeat is evolved D.V.G
Smadenii /hi and JreedomJ
ncIorsed/or .4in erican
We as college students are integral members of
world-wide organization The student movements
interest coupled with its numbers and its desire and
ability for constructive action has made this popula
tion group our group an important and recognized
power on the political and social scenes of all coun
tries We have stood up have been counted and
have created our place in societys ranks power-
ful position such as ours however must like any
other organization be defined by certain prescribed
rights Our freedoms are privileges no longer but
rights of procedure with their attendant responsibili
ties and limitations The Association of American Col
leges together with student faculty and adminis
trati\e leaders in this country have recently drawn
up the Joint Statement on Rights and Freedoms of
Stvdents The Statenent was endorsed at the Asso
ciations 54th annual meeting January 17 1968 in
Minneapolis Minn and has been sent to all member
colleges We of the News believe that our readers
should be made aware of the existence and contents
of this document
Preamble
The purpose of the Statement according to the
AAC is to present principles on the basis of which
institutions of higher education should spell out the
means by which appropriate features of the freedom
of students to learn may be provided on each cam-
pus The preamble to this document states that the
responsibility to secure and to respect general condi
tions conducive to the freedom to learn is shared by
all members of the academic community Provisions
for these conditions are enumerated explicitly in the
Staternciit Under no circumstances are students to
be barred from admission to college on the basis of
race Freedom of expression should be guaranteed at
all times There is in the statement protection
against improper disclosure stating that academic and
disciplinary records should remain separate Student
organizations and their activities should be run by
the students within specified regulations of the in-
stitution Students should always be free to support
causes by orderly means which do not disrupt the
regular and essential operation of the institution
Student publications should be free of censorship
Citizenship Rights
The document also defines the citizenship rights of
the student and stresses that in the case of student
violating civil law the punitive measures of school
authorities should never duplicate those of civil au
thority Only where the institutions interests as an
academic community are distinctly and clearly in-
volved should the special authority of the institution
be asserted
There are other rights established by the Statement
which unfortunately for lack of space we cannot
list here However it is stressed repeatedly in every
area covered by the document that clear and dis
tinct communication between administration faculty
and students regarding the policy and opinion of
each of these groups is of utmost importance It is
for this goal distinct communication that an insti
tution must strive When understanding between the
college sectors is cloudy when procedures of any
group are ambiguous or unexplained then it is time
that policies be reexamined and changed It is the
right and the duty of every student to understand
throughly his power in policy-making and to use





An increasingly large number of Beaver students
have been given the opportunity in recent years to
study abroad Through our Foreign Studies Programs
girls have spent semesters in Germany Spain Italy
and of course London It has proved to be an excit
ing and enriching experience both for the partici
pants and for the Beaver community as the partici
pants return
Our foreign students are the only
members of this community who
are not afforded this privilege
Since most of them are on scholar-
ship and are not permitted to bring
funds out of their respective coun
tries they must count on the trans
fer of their Beaver scholarship to
study in another country The ad-
ministration contends that if they
are going to spend the tremendous
amount it costs to bring foreign
student here they want her here
benefiting from the environment of
Beaver and in turn providing the
influence of foreign culture upon
the college
We question the Administrations
policy Shouldnt foreign student
have the opportunity to spend at
least one out of eight semesters in an
environment beneficial to her par
ticular major field such as Flor
ence if she is an art major or Eng
land if she is an English major
Not only would the participating
student be enriched by such an
opportunity but Beaver students
would also benefit We are con-
stantly being impressed by the de
grees of our faculty members and
by the various places they have ac
quired these degrees This suppos
edly makes them better professors
and thus better influences on our
intellectual development It seems
to us logical therefore that the
wider and more diversified the
educational background of the for-
eign student the deeper the influ






Why Senator McCarthy is ques
tion that daily confronts me am
asked how can support the Sena
tor from Minnesota now that Rob-
ert Kennedy is in the race Yet
people do not realize that these two
men though similar in policy re
present two differing ideologies
Senator McCarthy came as an an-
swer to those disenchanted with the
American political system He sens
ed that the past sixteen years of
quasi.libeial administration were
not what the people wanted Dem
ocrats are not interested in man
who will please everyone They de
sire return to real liberalism
through one who has shown he is
of utopian ideals At Berkeley Mc
Carthy stated that if elected he will
grant amnesty to those who have
resisted the draft More startling
was his speech on civil rights at
Boston University He proposed
minimum salary be guaranteed to
all Americans
McCarthy is not just the peace
candidate He wants crucial change
in administration in order to return
the ultimat power to the people
The past primarics have shown that
the voter can initiate vital change
On the other hand Senator Ken-
nedy is stiU the moderate liberal
He is the opportunist with the poli
tical machinery and the dynam
ism that are supposedly so import-
ant If glamour arid wealth are more
worthy than honesty and integrity
then it is time that we re-evaluate
our meul standaids am convinced
that Senator Eugene McCarthy puts
policy before personal ambition He
alone may alleviate the sense of
heipiessness an.l restore to many
people belief in the processes of
American politics and American
government Look Feb 1968
He is presently and will continue to




In line with the recently formu
lated Statements on the Rights and
Freedoms of Students the faculty
has appointed committee to ex
plore with the Beaver community
the question of student involve-
ment in institutional affairs The
immediate aims of the committee
will be to determine the kinds
of involvements that students have
developed on other campuses and
to explore the needs and inter-
ests of the Beaver community in
such an involvement The commit-
tee hopes to work closely with all
elements of the Beaver community
students faculty and administration
Dr Cameron
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Campuses Shape Politics
To the Editor
No clearer fact has emerged from
the confusion of politics in 1968 than
that students have come into their
own and that in the coming years
the campuses of America will be
major force in shaping our national
destiny But the history of the Uni
ted States has shown that the arti
culation of new ideas is always ac
companied by some risk to those
who innovate In large part to fos
ter the politiealcreaTiity of dis
sent and reduce the risk of calling
for change the draftsmen of the
Constitution chose to protect free
expression and association from
state interference In deference to
the need for pluralism in the society
that they sought to create however
the authors of the original Consti
tution and later amendments never
imposed the same requirements up-
on private institutions The oppor
tunity therefore remains for these
private institutions among them
many colleges and universities to
encourage or to stifle opinions and
actions intended to affect the
political process of the country as
whole suggest that the adminis
trators of private colleges can do
service to the cause of orderly
change within our system if they
will support certain minimum pro-
tection for the student faced with
expulsion or other serious punish-
ment by the college think the
proper place to begin reexamina
tion of student rights is with the
procedures by which college de
termines the guilt or innocence of
an accused student Unfortunately
the economic and social disaster of
expulsion from college for disciplin
ary reasons may be subject to al
most no legal restraints unless wise
school officials take it upon them-
selves to institute proper proce
dures dwell here upon the need
for procedural rather than substan
tive iorm recalling the words of
Mr Justice Frankfurter that The
history of liberty has largely been
the history of the observance of
procedural safeguards
Since few feel free to act if their
actions will be unjustly interpreted
by those who have the power to
punish them the basic procedural
right which should be available to
every
stud
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More For McCarthy
To the Editor
In the last issue of the Beaver
News there was an article con-
cerning the background of the can-
didates for Choice 68 If this in-
formation is to be of use to the
students it should be complete
found that the information pertain-
ing to Eugene McCarthy was in-
sufficient
In addition to his qualifications
listed in the article McCarthy was
acting head of the department of
sociology at College of St
Thomas from 1946-48 on the cam
mittees of Agriculture and Public
Works represented the Congress at
international meetings in Geneva
London and Paris He also intro-
duced the Civil Rights Act of 1967
sponsored the Fair Housing Bill of
1967 and sponsored the bill to ex
tend the Civil Rights Commi3sion
He is now serving on the commit-
tee of Standards and Conduct and
is chairman of the Sub-committ.e
African Affairs He is also the





The faculty response to Constance
Crowells letter about the Interna
tional Student Strike on Friday
April 26 is mixed but let me try
to sum it up
Most feel that the marches sche
duled for Saturday April 27 in
various cities including Philadel
phia should serve the purpose of
demonstrating continued opposition
to the Viet Nam war and that to
plan to desert 1assrooms on Friday
may merely be rationalizing the
spring desire to escape the gray
drudgery of the classroom
Most are however willing to ac
commodate bona fide interest in the
Viet Nam problem few prefer
dismissing classes outright either in
approval of the strike or in disgust
at the misuse of protest Others pre
fer opening their classes to discus
sion of the political ethical econo
mic humane or social issues the
.-
war raises This group tends to feel
that the war is relevant subject
for classroom debate
None of those interviewed and
did not get to every faculty mem
ber by any means favored Miss
Crowells suggestion of all-day sem
mars and outside speakers largely
because they felt that the amount of
time money and effort this would
require would not be worth the an-
ticipated small student response
hope this report will help students





The administration has been seek-
ing yearly schedule satisfactory
to all for several years Thus far
we dont feel theyve been too suc
cessful As things are now next
years seniors will not graduate
until the middle 0f June
The News has made up sche
dule in which we start and finish
earlier which we feel will be satis
factory to all In Joint Committee
meeting the problems of an earlier
schedule were stated Represents-
tives felt that it would clash with
the London Semester abroad pro-
gram however we believe that
ours doesnt According to our
schedule freshmen would arrive the
first of September We doubt theyd
mind because incoming freshmen
are generally anxious to begin their
new life Upper classmen would
not have to arrive until the eighth
of September Students would be
finished with finals by May 13 thus
enabling them to get better summer
jobs and remain at them for long-
er period of time Our proposed
schedule would be as follows
Sept Sunday Freshmen ar
rive




Sept Thursday More orien
tation and freshmen registration
Sept Monday Classes begin
at 830
13 Sept Friday Last day for
entering classes
Oct Friday Last day for
Continued from Column
withdrawal from courses without
penalty
Nov Friday Mid-term
11 Dec Wednesday Last day of
classes
12 13 Dec Thursday Fri
day Reading days
14 21 Dec Exams
21 Dec Jan Winter Vacation
Jan Monday Registration
Jan Tuesday Classes begin
at 830
14 Jan Tuesday Last day for
entering classes
Feb Tuesday Last day for
withdrawal from courses without
penalty
17 Mar Spring Vacation
April Easter Vacation








By End of Semester
No longer is the library lecture
room piled to the ceiling with desks
and chairs cluttered with master-
pieces maze of easels and artists
benches Order has again been re
stored to this place of systematic
leºtures and the chaos has been
shipped to the half completed art
studio
But our artists are happy to be
in the confusion of workmen and
crowded studios Each day they can
see progress being made on the ad_
diton and they realize that soon
the sawdust and hammering will be
gone In its place will remain well-
lighted drawing studios new art
store gallery conference room and
printing room all surrounding
glassed-in court The new printing
press bought by the students with
the profits from the art sale in
December has already been shipped
and put into use
Although the completion date has
been set back numerous times it
looks hopeful that the studio will
be completed by the end of the
semester
An assassins shot initiated
wave across the nation The wave
was one of shock The shot struck
down Dr Martin Luther King Jr
He was man preacher who
tried bring together two poles
black despair and white apathy
Michael to Martin
King was born Michael Luther
King January 15 1929 to middle
class family in Atlanta Georgia His
father also named Michael chang
ed both hs own and his sons name
to Martin Luther King in honor of
the Reformation leader when the
boy was five As child King ex
perienced little economic depriva
tion But the mark of bigotry left
its scar By the time he was five or
six yeors old his wh.te companions
could no longer ccme out to play
One day when he and his father
went to shocstorc the clerk or
dered them to znovc to the rear
seats Dr King Sr stood his
ground Well either buy shoes sit-
ting here or we wont buy shoes at
all Father and son left the store
Dr King was an exceptional stu
dent skipping two grades at Book-
er Washington High School He
enrolled at Morehouse College at
fifteen At first he was not enthus
iastic about entering the ministry
He found that the Churchs emo
tionalism did not meet his stand-
ards of intellectual respectability
However he was persuaded into
career in the ministry by Benjamin
Mays president of Morehouse Col
lege and he was ordained at his fa
thers church Next came graduate
work at Crozer Theological Sem
mary Chester Pa where he was
president of his class and won
fellowship to go for his PhD at
university of his choice He chose
Boston College
In Boston he met Coretta Scott
soprano studying voice at the New
England Conservatory of Music




..Jf music be the food of love play
on Shakespeare
Music will be the focus of the
evening as the music department
presents Spring Recital The pro-
gram will be presented on Tues
day Api-il 30th at 15 in Murphy
Chapel
In colorful and varied program
students will present every form of
musical accomplishment Pianist
Susan Leff will play Allemante
from French Suite VI by Bach
Sophomore music major Susan
Williams will be presenting Toe-
cata by Khachaturian Brahms
Rhapsody Opus 79 No will be
presented by pianist Alison Brown
String trio Valerie Hance Jan-
ice Chmura and Karen Hanefeld
will present Suite for Three Vie-
tins Minuet and Chattering by
Telemann Accomplished violinist
Valerie Hance will also present Beau
Soir by Deubssy and Two move-
ments Suite no in major
by Vavaldi Freshman accordion
major Diane Mack will also pre
sent various selections Diane who
has played the accordion for many
years is now studying with Mr
Conti She is an accomplished artist
and will add unique quality of
music to the recital As Dr Haupt
aptly stated The accordion is
quite different instrument By lis
tening to the music of the accor
dion one develops new respect
for the instrument
Susan Reynolds soprano
will sing Koinmt dir Manchmalin_
den Sinn by Brahms She will be
accompanied by Kathryn Darby
Three Puccini Arias OMio Bab
bino Cara Gianni Schiechi Non
la Sospiri Tosca and Quando
Men Wo La Boheme will be
sung by soprano Linda Whiteman
Susan Williams will accompany
Miss Whiteman Piper LAm
ero Saro Costante from It Re Pas
sore by Mozart will be sung by
Karen Hanefeld soprano Miss
Hanefeld will be accompanied by
Susan Williams and Joan Stoddard
flutist
Everyone is cordially invited to
shrre the experience of Beavers
Spring Recital
next year Martin received call
from Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church They needed pastor Nei
ther King nor his wife had planned
to return to the south But after
much discussion they decided they
had moral obligation to return
at least for few years King ac
cepted the post in Montgomery
Alabama There he began his car-
eer as leader of men
Leader of IiIen
Late in the day of December
1955 Mrs Rosa Parks an attrac
tive Negro seamstress refused to
turn over her bus seat to white
King organized one day boycott
of city buses The fifty thousand
Negroes of Montgomery did not re
sume riding buses the next day
they would not resume until they
were treated with equality by the
bus system they would not ride
the buses for 381 bitter days On
December 21 1956 the U.S Sup-
reme Court issued mandate to
desegregate Montgomerys buses
King said our victory will not be
victory for Montgomerys Negroes
alone It will be victory for
democracy
In 1958 Martin Luther King Jr
was at desk in Harlem depart
ment store autographing copies of
his book Stride Towards Freedom
forty-two year old deranged
Negro woman stabbed him in the
chest He was saved in two and
half hour operation He had come
very close to death
In 1960 during one of the many
sit-ins he led King was arrested in
Atlanta and given 12 months in
jail Thanks to the intervention of
John and Robert Kennedy he was
released on bail Next came the
Freedom Rides in 1961 When in
Montgomery on ride he was
asked if he was 32 he replied Still
32 hoping to make 33
Then there were arrests in Al-
bany Georgia and Birmingham
Morning shows arent usual at
Beaver but Dr William Bracy pre
sented Morning of Elizabethan
Music on Wednesday April 17th
at nine thirty a.m The production
was staged in the Little Theatre
Ten selections were heard both
songs and instrumentals The first
mentioned as popular song of the
time in Shakespeares Romeo and
Juliet was Hearts Ease It was
sung by Deaf Mute accompanied
by Flute and Lute
Debbie Vaksmans younger sister
Evonne sang the second song Lo
Hear the Gentle Lark Mendel
ssohn coloratura setting from Ven
us and Adonis Next the Flute
Lute and Deaf Mute performed
The Willow Song from Othello Pat
Taggart and Nancy Otis played the
recorder and guitar respectively in
an nstriimentai piece Fain Would
Change That Note composed by
Tobias Hume in 1605
The Castleaires also contributed
Alabama From his Letter from
Birmingham Jail we remember these
lines It is the strangely irrational
notion that there is something in the
very flow of time that will inevit
ably cure all ills Actually time is
neutral Three months later he
spoke from the Lincoln Memorial
in Washington D.C chanting
declaration have dream to-
day White southerners an-
swered his dream with bomb
thrown at the 16th St Baptist
Church in Birmingham killing four
little Negro girls
Peace Prize
In the first week of January
1964 King became the first Amen-
can Negro to be named Man of the
Year by Time Magazine In the last
week of the same month he was
nominated for the Nobel Peace
Prize Then Johnson signed the Civ-
II Rights Bill happy moment for
King The same summer rioting
broke out in Harlem because of the
shooting of James Powell fifteen
year old Negro Martin Luther King
came to New York to try to calm
the situation There he was scorned
by Adam Clayton Powell who called
him an intruder who has allowed
himself to be used by the white-
power structure King received the
Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo and gave
all of the $53123 award to the
Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference and the rest of the civil
rights movement
In 1965 marchers planned to walk
from Selma to Montgomery for the
cause of voting rights They were
stopped at Pettus Bridge by horse-
mounted deputies and state troop-
ens with clubs whips ropes and
tear gas federal court decreed
that the march be allowed to con-
tinue and King led twenty-five
thousand people to Wallaces state
capital
But then in the north as well as
the south trouble was brewing
singing Under The Greenwood Tree
from As You Like It and Full Fa
thorn Five from The Tempest
The allegro movement from Son-
ata for Recorder anti Keyboard was
played by Nancy Otis and Janice
Rubin
light note was added to the
production in the song Will Said to
His Mammy performed by Debbie
Vaksman and Pat Taggart
As an added attraction Dr Ben-
ard Mausner head of the psycholo
gy department played the cello
while Nancy Otis played the re
corder in Weep You No More Sad
Fountains an instrumental by John
Dowland
It was Lover and his Lassie
from As You Like It came as
finale performed by none other
than the Deaf Mute accompan
ied by Flute and Lute
Dr Bracy who directed the con-
cert is the acting head of the Eng
lish department and teaches
course on Shakespeare
Black people began to look to an
other younger angrier man his
name was Stokely Carmichael King
said Black supremacy would be
equally as evil as white suprema
cy He was stoned in Chicago
This was not the first of his per
secutions or the last In the summer
of 1967 the cities of Newark and
Detroit burned King joined
Philip Randolph and Roy Wilkens
in calling for an end to the violence
He had lost command of the young
and militant
Memphis
The cause of garbage collectors
in Memphis attracted Kings atten
tion When riot followed his first
march King wanted to withdraw
fearful that his policy of nonviol
ence was in danger His aides con-
vinced him to return He took
room at the Lorraine Motel
young dark haired white man
dressed in business suit took
room in rooming house across the
street One shot from his rifle struck
down Dr Martin Luther King
What ensued were emotions and
activities of all descriptions We
knew that the slaying of man
such as King would bring great re
action in our country James Far-
mer said It would be wrong for
the blood of Dr King to trigger
bloodhod in our country Ironic as
it was rioting looting and murder
began almost immediately
thought racial pacifism had died
with him But from Harlem to
Watts black leaders urged Negroes
to cool it for the Doe The viol-
ence could have been worse and
more widespread
Now we ask who can take his
place Who will have the under-
standing patience the art of mov
ing the spirit by soul force the
faith in mankind Who will dra
matize issues that cannot be ig
nored We know that the answer
can be all Amenican.
Musicians
Present
preparing for izabethan Music Program periormea on itpni
17 Players are from left to right Pat Taggart Nancy Otis and Debbie
Vaksnian
Morning of Elizabethan Music
Presented by Dr William Bracy
Martin Luther King Have Dream
_I z1vr- ..i__---
BY BARROWS DUNHAM
Your wise and charming editor
Miss Graham thinks it fair to give
me an assignment seeing that
have given her so many in Phio
sophy 24 My assignment is to tell
you about book wrote twenty-
odd years ago Man Against Myth
During the 1930s was teacher
and thus an intellectual still young
and zealous have lost the youth
but not the zeal used to read
possibly as punishment for sin the
newspaper columnists of those days
men youve never heard of now
long dead as were their own ideas
They rather liked Hitler and Mus
solini They denounced every effort
at giving work to the unemployed
or food to the unemployable And
they had what purported to be ar
guinents
Those were also years of great
national zest It became more usual
for abuses to be remedied than for
abuses to be maintained Many of
us Americans thought that if we
had the right program and acted
together we could do anything that
needed to be done We were quite
right about this so right indeed
that our follies and dogmas and lit-
tie suppositions of omniscience in
no way prevented us from defeating
fascism We thus brought the world
or most of it safely through the
scourge
Philosophers Task
That was time of equal danger
and hope just like the present
as would say But what was
philosopher to do in those years
He had thousand seductions not
to do what was wanted There were
the positivists to tell him that the
statement Starvation is bad
means only dont like starva
tion There were estheticians to
tell him that art must not say
anything There were psychologists
to tell him that however you
might arrange human society the
aggressive self would demolish any
ideal These werent just doctrines
delivered in books and laid away in
libraries They were alive every-
where as excuses to do nothing
When reviewed these dismal
doctrines displayed in newspapers
and magazines found that they
all sank into two forms it was said
either that what was needed could
not be done or that it ought for
some reason or other not to be done
concluded that all this theorizing
dealt in fact not with the subject
allegedly under discussion but with
maintaining the power of those who
presently had it The inference
seemed to follow that if philosophy
destroyed such ideas it would help
to place power where power belongs
in the people who inhabit the earth
Along about 194 made list
of these notions and kind friend
guided me to publisher Little
Brown and Company There met
the best of all possible editors An
gus Ceron now with Knopf to
whom owe everything that has
happened since lie has never tcld
me or anyone else what to write
or how to write it He is sort of
Zeus standing above perplexity
putting questions he makes his au
thors rise beyond anything they
have thought of hitherto
Scissors and Paste
Between December of 1943 and
May of 1945 wrote about my
myths in late evenings on week-
ends on vacations professors
spare time Nothing heard from
on high suggested could do it But
suddenly contract came and
shortly after request that fin
ish by April 1946 This sudden
deadline left me short but not too
short had few weeks unex
pectedly pleasant of scissors and
paste my model was Anatole
France who regularly scissored his
writings Then the thing the
wonderful thing first bcokcamc
to be It was published It was bet-
ter than being born
had done as the biblical say-
ing is what could But now
encountered the wonders of adver
tising Galley-proofs went to var-
ious celebrities in search of
blurbs and to my astonishment
bluebs came back Here learned
as think you may learn decisive
lesson
No Errors
Professor Albert Einstein was one
of those to whom the galleys went
He found that had misstated the
positivist doctrine of meaningless-
ness and he wrote me that so long
as the misstatement was there he
could not endorse the book of
course thought that had been right
about it but found on further
study that had been wrong
therefore corrected the error and
Professor Einstein gave the com
ment that may be read
You perceive the consequence
Professor Einsteins whole intent
was that writers should assert what
actually is the case There were to
be no errors so far as human cap-
ability could avoid them Accord-
ingly what he did for me was to
make the book stronger more de
fensible
Defensible it seems to have re
mained and on the only grounds on
which would want it to be de
fensible Everything one says is
subject to debate If it cannot sus
tam itself alone as it must be and
ought to be it requires to be set
among the ghostly company of
dead ideas
As things have turned out am
not dead but read Another genera-
tion am told reads me the same
sort of young people once wrote
for undergraduates all Within that
company are gathered people of all
ages the secret you may not know
is that your elders are still
school
International Publication
And not in our land only My
little book appeared in England
also with due changes of labor
to labour and of whole wheat
to whole meal There have been
translations into Danish Swedish
Spanish for South America Ital
ian Russian and Japanese The lat
est translation puzzling event
has been into Catalan for pub-
usher in Barcelona thing like
that makes you wonder whether
you did in fact write the book you
thought you wrote
Puzzling or not Man Against
Myth has had prosperous voy
age can only stand aside in grate-
ful astonishment didnt quite slay
all those notions Perhaps it falls
to you to finish them off
How about course in jewelry
making At 258 16th Street in
Philadelphia Wessley Emmons and
his assistant Robert offer instruc
tion in the design and craftsman-
ship of gold and silver jewelry
Wessley has been teaching for 13
years at the Philadelphia College of
Art and has exhibited his own
work nationally Classes are held in
thc back of his shop where each of
10 students has access to equipment
which includes the jewelers bench
flexible shaft hoke torch assorted
files and pliers Students may de
sign their own rings pins and
bracelet or browse through
front of the shop for some expert
inspiration Classes are held in three
hour sessions from 7-1000 p.m on
Monday Wednesday and Thurs
day evenings Sometimes class is
held on Saturday morning The fee
is $60.00 for 10 classes plus the cost
of whatever materials silver gold
one uses It is definitely fun and




BY PAM WETTENBERG AND
PATSY GOLDSTEIN
Another spicy spot in Glenside
across from Rizzos Pizzeria is the
Discovery Shop owned and oper
ated by Mrs Elizabeth Pilgermayer
Mrs Pilgermayer has been profit-
ably merchandizing used goods
The success of this shop her first
business venture can be attributed
she feels to the fact that she is
true rummager at heart
Although Mrs Pilgermayer is not
graduate of the Wharton School
she effectively and competently ar
Enhancing the profits are the
friendships Mrs Pilgermayer kin-
dies with her patrons Always
good listener and avid conversa
tionalist Mrs is willing to play
the role of the local analyst in re
sponding to tales both sunny and
sad
The Discovery Shop stock en-
compasses brica-brac jewelry
leather goods such as bags shoes
and belts but the specialty remains
clothing both formal and street-
wear All ages and either sex can
accommodated Fine labels can
be found along the racks notably
Pauline Trigere Kimberly as well
as ragged Army-Navy wear Sep
arates are the most successful and
as the seasons change clearance
sale is given Mrs Pilgermayer will
accept fall clothes in the fall and
spring clothes in the spring Every-
one is welcome and occasionally




Now On The Screen
The Gospel According to St Mat-
they is moving and emotionally
charged account of mankinds most
familiar story The director chose
town in Sicily as background and
used the native townspeople for
most of the cast In passing it is
interesting to note that not way-
side cross or saints statue appears
anachronistically in the scene While
the overall production is fine and
able there are moments when the
amateur talent is obviously ama-
teur The three magi dressed up in
their mothers old curtains look like
nothing but an early grade Sunday
Christmas pageant The
Pharisees who appear later also are
faintly reminiscent of game of
dress-ups
The foregoing is too captious
criticism perhaps of picture that
is in its entirety warm and logi
cal rendition of the gospel The
part of Jesus is played with gentle
understanding compassion and love
are mixed with firmness until one
can readily accept the actor in so
difficult part John the Baptist
is also well portrayed although Sa
lomes rather infantile or elephan
tine bit of modern dance would
scarcely stir any tyrant worth his
salt
review of this picture must be
as mixed as the picture is Last
Supper believable and real clum
sy Salome hopping about real
Peter torn by his treason the di-
rector resisted the cliche of the
cocks crow nd Pontius Pilate
mugging the camera
Despite its shortcomings this is
one of the finest pictures on the
subject yet made It lacks the eme
tic pretentiousness of the Holly-
wood Biblical extravaganza but
does possess vein of deep and
sensitive feeling
Page Four
Actors pause moment during rehearsal for ONDINE Two perform-
ances of the play are to be given at Beaver during Parents Weekend
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Simon and Garfunkel Yale Drama Festival Prism Through
Release l3ookent/s
Which to View College Theatre
rheir Best So Far
by JUDY McCOLL bers Fables for Our Time The win
BY J.NE irts
Yale Drama Festival ner of the Canadian University Dra
Bookends is Simon and Garfun- Dionysian Revels 1968 ma League Bishop Us The Sport
kels most recent release Unlike New Haven on the rainy week- of My
Mad Mother combined the
their other albums both sides are end of March 22-24 Notable for the rhythms
of Cockney and American
entirely different the first side absence of Yalies and the predomi-
sords and gestures into meaning-
deals with people from the young nanca of McCarthy buttons the
ful collage
boy of the first song to the old Twelfth Annual Yale Festival of These presentations were based on
friends of the last song Undergraduate Drama was prism intimate communication between
Save the Life of My Child is through
which to view the spec- individuals In particular one re
trum of college theatre across the calls Adelphis experimental origin-
frightening song about boys at-
United States and Canada al The Termites which explores the
tempted suicide by jumping off
building The wails of his hysteri-
With forty-eight hours to see ele- guilt of family members for boys
cal mother are effected well and the
yen plays one breathes eats and death
drinks theatre The eleven Beaver Conspicuously absent were the
interjection of the boys thoughts
between the second and third stan-
girls together with some 650 other classic well-made plays Even the
zas was an excellent idea
students could have become super- flat productions of famous plays
saturated by this concentration but like Albees The Sandbox and Os-
America about two young peo- this was not the case Instead the bornes Luther taught lessons in
ple who idealistically board Grey- Festival was an opportunity to ex stagecraft
from their noble attempts
hound bus to look for America perience the use of film new direc- to make an audience feel the pa-
is beautiful It is well-placed on
tonal techniques and unconven- tential power of theatre
the album too for it precedes tional script forms and production
Emerson Colleges presentation of
Overs the first line of which is methods Buchners Woyzeck was the high-
Why cant we stop fooling our- Several general conclusions can light of the weekend and embodies
selves From that first line to the be drawn about the trends in con- most of the principles already men-
last Overs sounds like Paul Sim- temporary drama from these four tioned Buchner used no scenery
on must have felt when he wrote it bills of one-act plays
and few props and variety of
quiet and blue unanimous appraisal was that mime and music to set
the mood
the original plays presented were and play the scenes with remark-
The most disturbing band on the of outstanding caliber Noteworthy ably smooth transitions Chairs and
album is Voices of Old People among these was David Martins characters were rearranged with
Art Garfunkels tapes of old people The Homecoming stark drama professional polish of acting cor
in nursing homes As upsetting as about Odysseus imprisoned in eography and staging to move the
it is it is perfect introduction to future society told with poetic rhe- play to its grand finale in the death
Old Friends sad song full of toric for today On another level of the hero at the hands of the en-
verbal and musical images In the the creativity in the humorous dia- tire cast
orchestration one can almost see logue of Giarraputos Nice Pizza Each bill of plays was discussed
the old minds clouding and clear- told of an East Village characters by critic John Lahr and argued by
ing tragi-comical attempts at suicide any member of the audience who
The second side of the album is
The punch of Lets You and Him cared to voice his opinion Then
more rhythmical than the first
Fight by student at Southern Ii- there were opportunities for infor
and the songs are not related like
linois was in the film technique mal discussions with critic
they are on the first side Fakin
which revealed iarallel action off Simon and with cast and crew
It and Hazy Shade of Winter
the main set For example the audi- members who congregated on the
both have heavy constant beat
ence watched impressionistic shots main stage for party
and more commercial sound than
on Wi overhead screen upstage The Thirteenth Annual Yale Dra
the other songs Punkys Dilemma
while the real action was being ma Festival is recommended un
is very pleasant bit of nonsense
performed on couch which was conditionally as the best showcase
At the Zoo is catchy analysis
not facing the audience for experimental college drama
of New Yorks Central Park Zoo
Another conclusion is that the With the potential of the Beaver
Mrs Robinson the clever almost play is moving to gesture and chor- College Repertory Company
it is
acid satire from The Graduate
eography whether it be the ballet- hoped that we may submit an en-
rounds out the album Simon and
like precision of pacing in the try next year If you want to see
Garfunkels best so far
of Rhode Islands production of the condition and quality of under-
Pintars The Collector or Nassaus graduate drama or meet some Bea
entertaining storytelling in song ver alumni come to New Haven next
Course Offered
and dance while narrating Thur- March
In Silver Or Gold DISCOVERY SHOP
ranged her business
ment basis This in
good will on both
counter The donors
earnings to charity
are sent to Israel
germayer can then










Anne Vaccaro with two paintings
from her One Man Art Show
which was on display last week in
the bottom
of
Wednesday April 24 1968 BEAVER NEWS Page Fve
Last Thursday afternoon the
freshman cass presented their re
cital Love Thy Name Is Woman
This theme was developed by selec
tions from the work of various lit-
erary figures such as Kazantzakis
Cummings Rod MeKuen
Kahil Gibran and James Joyce
The script was prepared by fresh-
men volunteers and was assem
bled by Mr Moller Songs and
movie illustrated the theme The
movie was directed and filmed by
Claudia Dignan and acted by Ma-
ne Orth-Pallavicini and Dana Hodg
don senior at Lehigh The
As service to the Beaver stu
dent body the News has prepared
the following list of new courses to
be given in the fall semester This
we hope may make things little
easier at registration time The list
is complete at present but more
courses may be added after Fac
ulty meeting scheduled for May
English Department
Mr Edgar Schuster will teach
course in Literary Criticism This
will be an intensive study in Eng
lish and American Literature not
studied in British Writers and fl
The course will deal particularly
with works which have elicited
sigrificant criticism Mrs el en
Buttel will be teaching special
studies course entitled Contem
porary Ethnic Fiction Several
works from each of four or five nov
elists of Jewish and Negro back-
ground will be studied among them
are James Baldwin Ralp Ellison
Bernard Mallemode Saul Bellow
and Herbert Gold
Speech-Theatre
Working jointly Miss Judith El-
der and Mr Peter Moller plan to
teach class in Acting Technique
which will emphasize the basics of
acting in addition to regular class
lectures Miss Elder and Mr Moller
plan set up performing group
within the class to do scenes around
the area An advanced form of this
course will be continued over into
second semester and then will be
entitled Drama Workshop
Foreign Languages
new two semester course in
Major Writers in French will be
introduced This was previously
one semester course Dr Benkt
Wennberg will teach the first sem
ester and both Dr Wennberg and
Dr Angela Pru will teach the sec
or.l semester The first semester
will cover from the Middle Ages to
the Revolution The second semes
ter will begin at the nineteenth cen
tury and go to the present
history and Government
Dr Conrad Latour will teach
in the Contemporary
World This will be course in
internal relations from 1919 to the
present with special emphasis on
the period from 1939
Dr Reginald Brill from Prince-
ton will give course Medieval
Eurone and the Renaissance This
songs taken from Joan Baez and
Buffe Saint-Marie were sung by
Michele Koton Carol Emery and
Marie Schaffroth
The narrator Paula Gruss wove
the selections together producing
Woman in all phases of love The
readers were Anna Smith Chris
Challberg Steffie Coxe Chris Ste
wart Carole Kates Janet Gould
Susan Duran Cathie Stoops Ma-
ne OrthPallavicini and Susan
Howard
Stage Managing was done by Ma-
ne Schaffroth and Publicity was
handled by Libby Lozier
will cover the period from 400 AD
to 1500 A.D
Philosophy
course in Oriental Philosophy
will be offered by Dr Siu-Chi Hu
ang The course is designed to pur
sue the historical development of
Chinese philosophy from antiquity
to the present It will include such
schools of philosophy as Confuc
ianism Taoism Sophism
Buddhism While the course is pri
manly On Chinese philosophy re
lations and parallels with Indian
Japanese and Western thought are
also drawn
Psychology
Dr Samuel Cameron is giving
course entitled The Study of Lives
This will be an analysis of person-
ality through the description of
traits It will discuss through fic
tion biography and autobiography
anthropological studies and din
ical case histories such topics as
the general effect of culture on
behavior concepts of self and the
psychodynamics of behavioral de
velopment
Religion
Dr Robert Swaim will teach
course in Contemporary Religious
Cults in America This is study
of the many varied religious groups
in Amtrica unaffiliated with the
major denominations Several field
trips are planned to the Peace Mis-
sion of Father Divine the Church
of the New Jerusalem Jehovahs
Witnesses and even Spiritual Se-
ance
Students Art To
Be On Display In
New Art Building
Water colors oil painting prints
and other works of art by Beaver
students will be on display in the
new art building during Parents
Weekend May and The art
work on display will be that of
freshmen sophomores and juniors
because the seniors will have their
own exhibition May 20
The exhibition will provide
chance for Beaver girls and their
families to view the art work of
fellow students as well as the new
art building
BY SUSAN HOWARD
The Continuing Crisis of the Mid
dIe East was the topic on which Dr
Walter Bandazian spoke on April
16 The speaker analyzed the situa
tion in this area emphasizing the
continuity of the conflict today
Dr Conrad Latour chairman
of the history-government depart
ment at Beaver introduced Dr
Bandazian who is an authority on
the Mid-East and has been mem
ber of the Beaver faculty since last
fall
Dr Bandazian began his talk by
presenting the background of this
portion of the world in an attempt
to explain the social aspects and
political implications that have led
to the political crisis which began
in 1920 and continues through 1968
Region of Poverty
The Middle East is an area made
up of thirteen countries with pop-
ulation of about eighty to one hun-
dred million people The area is
basically poor one due to its
lack of mineral resources it is de
pendent primarily on its agricultur
al resources Oil is the exception to
this and Dr Bandazian pointed out
that if it were not for oil there
would be definite starvation situ-
ation in this area The wealth in
the Middle-East as in other under-
developed countries around
world is concentrated in the hands
of few
Leader
Egypt is culturally and politically
the leader of the Middle Eastern
countries and for this reason Dr
Bandazian chose this country to
exemplify most his points One of
these was the 3.5% population in-
crease which is very large one
considering that the countries are
not industrially equipped to han-
dle this situation The population
increase is out of proportion with
the industrial growth
Under Nassar Egypt has under-
taken policy of positive neutral-
ism it is not pro east nor pro west
Instead it will side with both ac
cording to that which will be most
advantageous to Egypt itself Nas
sar has become the ipokesman for
the Arab world His charism backed
by strong feeling of nationalism
have set him up as leader The
Egyptian intelligence
throughout the Middle East as
teachers thereby insuring that
Egyptian influence and ideology are
perpetuated
The Pan-Arab movement was be-
gun in 1955 and its aim was that
all the countries should be unified
under one central authority Al-
though this struggle has continued
over thirteen years it has never
come true Those in authority re
fuse to relinquish that which they
have Most important those sover
eign are not politically sophisticated
enough to recognize the importance
of unity The Arab-Israeli crisis it-
self encourages solidarity
Socialism
Next Dr Bandazian talked about
socialism within the countries
Egypt is socialist union There is
only one political party run by the
government in each of these coun
tries There has been for the most
part ruling minority made up of
religious and political leaders and
therefore there have been few
changes The socialists are primar
ily western trained intelligencia
who merely oppose the status quo
Each year selected members of
the Junior class at Beaver attend
London University for one semester
These girls are accepted as result
of maintaining 1.5 cum at Beaver
They also must present recommend-
ations from their faculty advis
ors students major must not be
disadvantage scholastically from
the departments point of view Any
student who wants to apply should
avoid change in major which
would cause complications in ful
filling departmental requirements
The board of faculty members
who select the girls incIudes Mrs
Helene Cohan Dr Conrad Latour
Dr Benkt Wennberg Mr Jonn
Hathaway Dr David Gray and
Dr Franklin Sturges
The girls selected for Fall 1968
Intervention
Prior to World War the Arab
countries were impregnated by for_
eign business concerns Their aims
were selfish and they exploited the
countries at the expense of the in-
digenous population During World
War many of the countries sided
with the Allies They were at-
tracted by the ideals of indepen
dence and self-determination pre
sented by Amerioas President
Wilson
Beginning about 1918 the coun
tries began to assert themselves in
their desire for independence The
reaction of the western nations
was one contrary to the ideology of
democracy Instead of giving the
struggling nations their freedom
they moved in and set tighter
hold
The French and the British oc
cupied Syria which was at that time
huge geographic area Their oc
cupation led only to the partition-
ing of this area Conflicts arose be-
tween the Moslems and the Chris-
tians Dr Bandazian pointed out
that contrary to what is usually
believed not all Arabs are Mos
lems about 12% are Christians
This animosity of the Arabs inten
sified from about 1920 until 1946
creating great and important cr1-
sis
Independence did not come to
most of the Middle Eastern nations
until the era between 1942 and 1946
It is because of this late start that
we can only really evaluate these
nations in the period of 1945 to
1968 as they began in the forties
from what Dr Bandazian termed
zero basis
In 1919 the industries were con-
trolled by foreigners or minorities
By 1929 ninety percent of all Egyp
tian securities were controlled by
foreigners In this way great ani
mosity had been building up since
the early twenties and before Dr
Bandazian pointed out that he
Gross National Product of all the
countries together does not equal
the GNP of New York state
Schools of Thought
Continuity was the theme as Dr
Bandazian began talking about the
crisis in the Middle East There
are still two distinct schools of
thought the traditionalists and the
intelligensia traditionalists
support the continuation of present
mores the gradual modernization
of their systems without uprooting
the basis of traditions The intelli
gensia on the other hand believe
that violent revolutionary change
is necessary in order to update
their systems These members of the
intelligensia are primarily Arab na
tionalists who support Arab unity
in One large federal amalgamation
of states
Involvement
The involvement of the United
States with the Middle East was
another important topic which Dr
Bandazian covered Up until World
War II Great Britain had served as
policeman of the Middle East By
1945 it was seen that the logical
contender was the United States
The great nation of the New World
had set itself up as champion of
the West and had undertaken the
combatment of communism In 1947
the United States presented the
Truman Doctrine to the world
The Middle East was at this time
confronted with civil war in
Greece and threat of Russian in-
are Felice Ader Carol Breiner
Susan Dach Joanne Eisenberg Ju
dith Fine Fran Fox Elaine Gantz
Julia Garrels Christine Geil Val
erie Gerof Glenn Gordon Melissa
Gregory Sallie Grossman Chris-
tine Hatch Victoria Kellam April
Klarman Lynn Kressel Lucy Law-
yer Joan Levenson Selma Levitz
Laura Lowy Ann Martoeci Care-
line May Jill Orloski Caroline Otis
Ann Patee Carol Pollekoff Cather
me Proctor Adrienne Salz Susan
Saunders Margaret Strahman
Patricia Taggart and Susan Wall-
ash
Those accepted for Spring 1969
are Nancy Cohen Margaret Frank-
in Marion Graiver Susana How-
ard Joan McKenty Nona Salvo
and Roxalene Wadsworth
vasion into Turkey Greece was a-
bout to swing over to the Commu
fist block so the United States
counter-attacked by sending mas
sive aid to Greece and Turkey Ev
en today large amount of aid
continues to be channelled into this
area The Arab countries placed
much faith in the United States as
the bullwark of democracy
Israel
In 1948 the State of Israel was
established This jgas -egreat step
as one of the few amalgamating
measures for cohesiveness World
Zionism is movement of Jewish
nationalism The aim was to find
home for the Jewish people in
Palestine From 1897 to 1948 the
primary plan was to establish
Jewish state in Israel In 1917 the
Jewish population in Palestine was
only about 34% and by 1947 it had
risen to 60 The remainder of the
population was Arab Moslems and
about 1O Christians As Thgland
began to relinquish her position
large anti-English movement arose
in Palestine They could not de
dare the state of Israel until Eng-
land left In 1948 Great Britain
finally presented the problem to the
United Nations and the United
State of Israel came into being
At this moment the moment of
the creation of the Israeli state
the conflict began The situation
has not cooled down since 1948 The
Arabs insist that Palestine will al
ways be Arab while Israel has been
established and must be recognized
There has been no meaningful dia
logue between the two and the
United Nations has been incapable
of backing its decisions
Dr Bandazian told the audience
that for further enlightenment on
the topic students should take his
Middle East seminar next year and
then he opened the floor to ques
tions
Questions Answered
In answering questions Dr Ban-
dazian told the audience that he
foresaw nothing but chaos in the
Middle East in the years after 1970
unless another great power arises to
fill the vacuum created by Britains
retreat When asked whether the
Israelis were the aggressors in the
last crisis Dr Bandazian asserted
Israelis guilt in the most recent
attack yet pointed out that in the
1967 crisis veto in the Security
Council prevented the condemna
tion of any one nation As for the
reason for the difficulty in recog
flition of Israel by other nations he
explained that some Arab states
would probably recognize Israel ex
cept for the internal repercussions
mostly violent which this would
bring within the states
In this way Dr Bandazian coy-
ered this topic of the Continuing
Crisis in the Middle East He des-
cribed their background the way
in which conflict developed in this
area and emphasized the fact that
the conflicts remain unresolved
making for contemporary prob
lem
Wages Increase
Due to the increase in the federal
minimum wage student wages on
campus will be increased in the
1968-1969 academic year Classifica
tion positions which include such
jobs as unskilled office work tours
for admissions and sales work will
be paid $1.35 per hour Classifica
tion which includes such posi
tions as skiiled office work switch-
board operators dining room work
laboratory assistants snack bar
workers and library assistants will
be paid $1.50 per hour Classifica
tion workers include students
who are in responsible positions and
undergraduate teaching assistants
and they will be paid $1.75 per
hour
Over one third of the students at
Beaver College work in part-time
positions on-campus during the
academic year Most jobs are for
eight to ten hours per week and
from September through June
Students interested in applying
for part-time jobs on campus for
the coming academic year should
complete an application by May
Students applying for work after
May will be considered only if
there are jobs available
.nv VSJL CI
Dr Bandazian Speaks on Middle East Crisis
Performers in the Freshman Program Love Thy Name is Woman pre
sented April 18th From left to right the students are Suzanne Durand
Paula Gruss aJ Janet Gaud
Love Thy Name Is Woman
Freshman Class Production
Nine New Courses To Be
Given In The Fall Semester
Student Hourly
Membe
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by NITI SETIl
year before left Bombay Trini
Lopezs rendering of wanna to
be in America was so popular
When it was played at parties and
restaurants everybody would get
turned on and clap and sing
along It was interesting to watch
their expressions as they sang Each
person had his own vision of Amer.
icaThe land of milk and honey
Everything is free in America
the land of the free and unin
hibited all men were welcomed
with open arms there bro
therhood and liberty peanut but-
ter suntan lotion bronze girls
in brief bikinismicro mini skirts
television and Johnny Carson
Everybody has at least two cars
and color TV affluence they
pay the farmers not to grow food
Then there were the farmers in
the distant villages who did not
know how to sign their names and
had never been told that the earth
was round
Have you ever heard of Amer
ica Han Han Vahan
sahib ka raj hai Yes Yes
land where Kennedy governs and
they would eagerly point to the
portrait which so many villagers
hang up in their huts of Nehru
Ghandi and Kennedy This
is perhaps the greatest tribute they
have paid to any foreign statesman
who never even visited India
The plane landed at In-
ternational Airport was directed
to the Immigration Department
with about ten other foreigners
who spoke very little English
Damn foreigners muttered
passing airport official could feel
my ears burn and the lump in my
throat Thats me hes talking
about thought miserably as
had my first attack of homesick-
ness Then found my bags and
realized that there were nocoolies
in America and couldnt possibly
carry them as was wearing sari
stood there looking helpless
Beaver Colleges Art Department
has been named as rtudent affil
late of the A.I the American
Institute of Interior Designers This
will permit Beaver students after
having fulfilled the requirements
of the organization to be members
of the A.I.D protssiona1 organ-
ization of interior designers
Edward Fisher the first Amer
ican Student at Bouhaus water
design school in Germany will
lecture to the Western Art Class on
April 25 at 1130 a.m in the Little
Theater The Bouhaus was closed
in the 1930s by Hitler who believ
ed Modern Art was degenerate
Many famous modern artists were
attending the school at that time
Joseph Albess The Father of Op
Art and Paul Klee were among the
many students Others after being
put out of Germany came to
America and joined the faculties
of different universities and art
schools They believed the machiiv
was here to stay and the artist
should not retreat into handicraft
as the only true discipline but
should learn to deal with Machine
Aesthetics
There will be some empty seats
.in the Little Theatr and anre
wishing to hear Mr Fischers Icc--
ture is welcome
Publishers Visit
Claire Van Vliet owner of the
Janus Press in Vermont and pub-
usher of fine limited editions
spent the whole day on the Beaver
Campus on Friday March 29 She
criticized prints in the morning
and lectured on and demonstra tat
ner technique of colligraphy Hut
theory is that the artist should
develop his own personal colligra
phy technique Twentieth Ceri
tury Script instead of the collig
raphy of medievalists
Members of Faculty Exhibit Work
Mr John Hathaway and Miss
Jean Francksen will exhibit at the
Artists Equity Show at the Civic
Center in Philadelphia Mr Hatha
way will show his prints He is
so exhibiting in the Civic Center
League at the First Methodist
Church of Germar.town and tha
Art Alliance Earth Show He is
Within less than minute cheer-
ful man nt only carried my bags
but waited with me for my bus
Ah Americans were so nice The
airport official was probably tired
out moved toward seat
Deposit quarter please What
was quarter Where was to
deposit it Panic-stricken fum
bledI was holding up the line
What was quarter Twenty-
five cents did he say Ah Why
didnt he say so before
lAnd so entered America
There are concepts have found it
hard to adjust to One of them is
the concept of efficiency and speed
had never heard the expressions
like Budget your time My friends
here can eat meal in 15 minutes
while need at least half an hour
At home spend leisurely hour
To rush through meal was un
heard of But may still learn how
to grab sandwich
Just to sit alone in chair and be
perfectly still is considered weird
Sunday Blue Laws were in-
augurated in America by Theo
philus Eaton in 1656 It is gen
erally believed that the name
Blue Law is taken from the
blue paper which Gov Eatons
edicts were wrapped in On A-
pril 22 1794 the Pennsylvania
State Legislature passed Blue
Law statute which with amend-
ments is still in effect today It
prohibits any worldly employ-
ment or business whatsoever on
the Lords Day commonly called
Sunday Works of necessity an
charity only are excepted An
amendment to the penal code
effective September 13 1959
made the fine for violation of the
Blue Laws to one hundred dol
lars for the first offense and two
hundred for subsequent offens
es or 30 days in prison
It means wasting time One must be
up and about doing things and go-
ing places or else one may gaze
silently at beautiful scene or work
of art but to sit and gaze into
space for an hour or two to marvel
at the peace that is the center of
ones being this is definitely not
acceptable There is little time to
stop and stare Imagine am told
if anyone were to sit around and
meditate and do nothing
worthwhile life consists in contri
buting to society To question this
concept of contribution is to be
automatically lumped with ii
drop-outs On the other hand there
is something to be said for system
atic efficiency and submission to
routine It has helped to make A-
one of the most prosperous
powerful countries in the
Thost who use the words guru
sitar and raga interchangeably
are in the minority Yesterday
heard commercial that spoke of
guru-sitars and Indian love-ins
Phony gurus here are offering
instantaneous Nirvana to their
followers They have discerned that
most people here are in hurry and
they exploit this weakness have
often pondered why it never oc
cured to me to ask my guru for the
path to instant Nirvana
Before stop want to tell you
about those have met who have
the ability to reach out and corn-
municate in spite of differences in
nationality culture and upbring
ing They are the ones who have
the ability to look upon foreigner
as friend and not quest only
One of the most beautiful people
know had no idea where Bombay
was and had only the vaguest no-
tions about India when we met But
it was unimportant because we were
both members of the human corn-
munity In knowing her have
come to understand that smile




Interfraternity Concert at Lafay
ette College Spanky and Our
Gang Richard Pryor Va-
grants 800 p.m April 26 Admis
sion $850 per couple $4.50 per
person
John Dowling art exhibition
sponsored by Paley Cultural Events
at Temple University through A-
pril 28
Pops Concert at Lehigh Univer
sity Saturday May 11
Muhlenberg College 1968 Festi
val of the Arts April 19-May
Arthur Halls Afro-American
Dance Ensemble April 23 800
p.m
Terez-Nelson Dance Groupdance
worship service April 24 1000 am
Lawrence Ferlinghettibeat poet
April 24 10 00 am admission free
Otto Luening American corn-
poser electronic music April 26
800 p.m
Mixed.Media Experience mus
ic lights cinema in happening Ap_
ru 27 800 p.m admission fee
Al Carmines and Troupe di-
rector writer off-off-Broadway
April 28 800 p.m
Robert Creeley American poet
April 29 800 p.m
Robert Rau.schenberg origina
tor of pop-art April 30 800 p.m
admission fee
Malcolm Boyd avant-garde
theologian May 800 p.m
Opera Workshop Puccinis Gi
ann Schicchi and Mascagnis Cay-
aileria Rusticana sung in English
May 800 p.m admission
fee
Institution of Sound student
vocal group of popular music May
1000 a.m
Kenneth Cressman film-maker
in residence May 800 p.m
Art Exhibits sculpture prints
Impressionists April 19-May
La Salle College
Film Forum From Here
nity April 25 1030 and
Patch of Blue Sidney
Shelly Winters
Continued on Page Col
BY JUDY QUIGG
Maybe it is circular reasoning to
sit around and speculate about why
Rod Steiger was named best actor
and why In the Heat of the Night
was chosen best picture of the year
One would think almost any reason
would be good enough since the
odds are completely on one side
Perhaps we would do better to re
state the question not just as Why
didnt one of the other movies win
but as Why did Night win out
over Bonnie and Clyde The Grad-
nate or Guess Whos Coming to
Dinner am eliminating Dr Do-
little from this discussion because
have not seen it Rex Harrison and
do not speak the same language
The richness of work of art lies
in its ability to operate successfully
on many legitimate levels There
are two key words in that sentence
successfully and legitimate If
we are going to accept the ques
tionable premise that there is in fact
such thing as one best picture
best in what way for whom ac
cording to whom what does best
mean compared to which other
films think we must define it
as one which fulfills most complete-
ly the implications of these two
words within the definition
So the question we have phrased
here is why the three other films
under discussion fulfill the defini
tion less completely which would
seem to be the implication of choos
ing Night as the best picture This is
not intended as form of kicking
fellow when hes down or even
sophisticated nitpicking It is ra
ther an attempt to understand and
to use the standard of excellence
which we assume has been estab
lished in Night as measuring-
stick for attempts which we are told
have fallen short
Stating Preference
should also preface any further
comment by saying flatly that
liked Bonnie and Clyde very much
that like The Graduate more ev
ery time see it and that did not
like Guess Whos Coming to Din-
ner very much at all as have
previously made abundantly clear
1Ff were ranking the three films
that didnt win would have to
place Bonnie and Clyde in the No
position For this film to greater
degree than the other two films
does operate seriously and believ
ably on number of different 1ev-
els am beginning to have creep-
ing little doubts in the back of my
mind though about the believa
bility of Bonnie and Clyde them-
selves As was pointed out two
weeks ago we cannot identify with
them This immediately sets them-
apart from us and wonder if this
separation does not lead to styliza
tion or even stereotyping Bonnie
and Clyde are not run-of-the.mill
criminals They are bigger and bad-
der than life But giants went out
with Jack and exaggerations with
Oscar Wilde Im speculating just
find the pair too keyed-up too
true-to-form to be true We dont
want patterns We want people
The problem that The Graduate
never solves is whether it is going
to be serious empathetic and
gently humorous aim or pain-
fully broad farce caricature
can never quite relax with this
film Im always afraid that Ill be
jumped if let down my guard Im
never quite sure that behind Ben-
jamins sweet expression he isnt
sticking out his tongue at me And
the terrible thing is dont think
he knows either If we are going to
identify with Benjamin we have to
be able to do it all the time Em-
pathy functions on direct not an
alternating current am as crazy
about Dustin Hoffman as anyone
else but alas Im incapable of by-
ing caricature even part-
time caricature In failing to decide
which levels it wants to function on
and how The Graduate fails to
work competely successfully on
any
Coming to Dinner
Im afraid to make any more
guesses about whos coming to din-
ner All they serve in that house-
hold is sugar-coated lemons This
film is false and unkind carica
Lure of very real and serious
situation dont think it operates
honestly or successfully on any but
the most shallow and superficial
level
Which brings us to In the Heat
of the Night as well as to the reali
zation that have accused each of
the three other films of dealing in
ca ricatures Definition the deliber
ately distorted picturing or imita
ting of peruan brexaggerating
features or mannerisms My criti
cism is that none of these films in-
tends to deal in caricatures Each
fails to see its own lie Each takes
itself quite seriously
dont think we can deny that
Rod Steiger is too-typical South-
em police chief at least according
to stereotype Im familiar with
one which ought to be got rid of
he calls Sidney Poitier boy he
leaps to conclusions without proof
he is the tool of an old-South mor
ality But fortunately he is also
open-minded in his own way he
can admit hes wrong he can open
up to Poitier as person he can
administer real justice Poitier too
teeters on the brink between reality
and myth He is almost too good
person and homicide expert to be
true Question is there something
wrong in society which cant al
low paragon to exist Alas they
are both Types
And yet to come back to the on-
ginal question about operating suc
cessfully on many legitimate 1ev-
els think Night works well on at
least three
Three Levels
It is first of all good adven
tare story cannot say was on the
edge of my seat but watching the
unraveling of the situation and the
police techniques was really inter-
esting regarded it with the same
impatience and fascination usu
ally reserve for the Kingsley Dou
bie-Crostic
Secondly Night deals with the
racial situation much more honest-
ly than Guess Whos Coming to
Dinner and possibly in way
more honest than many mass-cbs-
tribution films to date am think-
ing not just of detective Poitiers
audacity in slapping white man
knew the story before saw the
film so was waiting with glee for
the moment when Steiger learns
that the handsome Negro hes been
pushing around and addressing as
boy is the college-trained homi
cide specialist of the Philadelphia
police force But with the glee came
realization of what such degrada
tion must be like was impressed
Third there was feeling Im cal-
ling humanity to the film It was
reasonably realistic presentation of
situation that not only could but
does happen here Guess Whos at-
tempt to tell it like it is and portray
human feelings looks pale and fool-
ish by comparison
Doubtless if any of the three
other films had won we could rea
son out some logic for that choice
But faced with the current situa
tion think it has to be said that
generally Night is successful on
legitimate levels where the others
fail General accomplishments lead
to averages and then to mediocrity
In the Heat of the Night is not the
best picture saw this year but
it was chosen best picture of the
year
THE LAND OF MILK AND HONEY
NITI SETH ON COMING TO AMERICA
Successful And Legitimate
In The Heat Of The Night Wins
Niti Seth
The Latest from The Art Department
the advisor to the First Presbyter
ian Church Spring Festival
Miss Francksen will show her
model for fountain commissioned
by Piper Aircraft Corporation in
Lock Haven Pa The fountain was
installed last September in the
lobby of the new administration
building Bellante and Clauss ate
the architects She will also show
her sketches for porcelain enamel
frieze 72 feet long by feet wide
for the Torresdale Playground
Department of Recreation city of
Philadelphia Beryl Price is the
architect
Francksen recently has
been named to the Executive Board
of Artists Equity She is also ex
hibiting at an Invitation Show at
Friends Central School The theme
of the exhibit is Drawing As
Communication
Georgia Pugh who teaches Ad-
vanced Printmaking
at
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on Saturday May at 830 in the
Cheltenham High School Natatori
urn Under the guidance of their
advisor Miss Ingrid Kupprat and
co-chairmen Melissa Gregory Lau
ra Whitman and Gail Harrison the
24 Club members have been prac
ticing twice week at Cheltenham
High School since February
This years program promises to
be the best the club has ever pro
duced The routines choreographed
by the co-chairmen are based on
the story of leprechaun who
searches the legendary pot of
gold at the end of the rainbow Each
routine represents different color
of the rainbow and the show will
use mixed-media form of presen
tation with narration music and
lighting Scenery and colored light
ing by Nina Shivdisani and Carol
Nehring script written by Rosalie
Swedlin and instrumental music
create background of color and
sound for each routine Costumes
will also pick up this rainbow
theme
Any undergraduate remaining
after Wednesday May 29 1968







Mr William Rogers head li
brarian will talk to the parents
during May Weekend about the









































Beavers sociology department is
to be enlarged shortly by the arri
val of new assistant professor
Mrs Joan Katcher
native of Philadelphia Mrs
Katcher has taught at both Rut-
gers University and the University
of Pennsylvania She expects to rec
eive her PhD from the University
of Pennsylvania this summer
In 1962 Mrs Katcher received the
Elmaleh Award from the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania as their out-
standing graduate in the social sci
ences She has also received num
ber of research grants from the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health
Mrs Katcher did field work on
Fiji Island in 1966 and 1967 She
studied the emergence of political
leadership among the East Indians
as well as participating in study
of hypertension and cardio-vascular
diseases certain ethnic
groups on Fiji
Wife and mother as well as scho
lar Mrs Katcher has three child
ren Her husband is research psy
chiatrist at the University of Penn
sylvania
Mrs Katcher will be offering
course in cultural anthropology both
semesters next year She will also
participate in course in method-
ology and social psychology
BOOK SHELF
Schizophrenia It is term which
has always been widely misused
and even more widely misunder
stood It is term which carries
with it all sorts of evil connota
tions we fear this evil as we fear
anything unknown We think of it
either in cold clinical terms or else
with the nervous laughter which
accompanies psychiatrist jokes but
never as we should think of it
very real and tragic disease
This is exactly the point made
by Louise Wilson pseudonym
in her deeply moving account of
her schizophrenic son Tony was
much longedfor child His parents
had good and loving marriage
Dr Wilson had recently completed
his studies and was beginning
practice Life was everything the
Wilsons could have asked forand
then came Tony
During the first months of life
Tony did lot of crying as do
most babies As this was their first
child it took his parents several
months before they suspected that
his crying was out of the ordinary
His sobs lasted long into the night
he would not be comforted As
Tony grew older instead of seek-
ing playmates he followed his
mother around the house all day
disrupted meals and in short he
gradually began to control the en-
tire household
Three other children followed all
of them made the normal adjust-
ments with relatively few problems
This is precisely what confused the
Wilsons for they were told over
and over again by numerous pay-
chiatrists Tony has been somehow
damaged in his home No child is
born with his problems This was
their tragedy they spent many
long hours making the rounds of
doctors offices special schools ex
perts in the field of child psychia
try only to be told that they the
parents had inflicted this problem
upon Tony they had made him
scapegoat
They were told to be more per
missive and then that they werent
strict enough In fact they were
told everything Everything that
is but how to cope with their tor
mented child Who was slowly tear-
ing apart their household
Finally after years of heartache
guilt pangs bewilderment and
small fortune thrown away on
psychiatrists whose therapy ranged
from chess games to finger paints
the Wilsons learned the truth about
Tony They were told by very
eminent and honest psychiatrist
that Tony was suffering from
schizophrenia and best of all they
had not caused it Rather it is
physical ailment chemical dis
order which causes the mental dis
order This made sense to the Wil
sons who had observed over the
years that Tony went out in ex
treme cold without coat had ab
normally acute hearing and his
incredibly nervous system
allowed him no sleep at night They
also learned that research in the
field is in its infant stages and that
for the time being nothing could
help their son except perhaps the
use of tranquilizers to soothe his
nerves
Message
It is at this point that the book
ends We leave this family with
certain peace of mind for they
have learned to accept Acceptance
is what they are able to reach after
their long heart-breaking struggle
This book although it deals with
narrow topic has message that
is relevant to all our lives This
message is simply that with love
and hope human being can some-
how survive the most tragic situa
tion This message is conveyed in
clear lucid style The account is
written with pathos but never be-
comes maudlin The reader never
feels that Mrs Wilson is self-pity-
ing but rather is impressed with
her honesty Perhaps the most ha-
portant point this book has to make
is that we must get over our super-
stitions and dispel the myths hov
ering about mental illness so that
it will finally be treated with the
same dignity and respect as any
other disease Only then will re
search in chemotherapy be pur
sued and will confused parents
stop being mislead by psychiatrists





The group of Beaver girls who
took part in the fall London semes
ter became free lance journalists
Once course required for all stu
dents in London was 19th Lit-
erature in English taught by Dr
Patrick Hazard As part of the
course Dr Hazard introduced the
practice of journalizing about im
portant thoughts and happenings
Each week students were expect-
ed to turn in several journals The
purpose of these journals was to
bring continuity to our London
experience
Three main points of concentra
tion were used as focus for the
writing They were the required
class readings Poetry of Whitman
Culture and Anarchy by Arnold
The Antobiography of John Stur
at Mill and Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthurs Court by Mark
Twain to name few assigned
media English magazines
newspapers and personal experi
ences Using these three sources to
draw ideas from the girls saw with
deeper insight what ideas were
conveyed by each media When one
made connection lightening
struck In Dr Hazards lingo we
had an epiphany And the girls
reached for their journal pads to
write it down before the moment
had passed
The journal was helpful tool
used in pulling together thoughts
that could have been lost in the
chaotic excitement of London For
me it made my experience much
more meaningful
Sociology Major
To Take Part In
Intern Program
Sandra Foehl junior sociology
major from Rutherford New Jer
sey will be participating in spe
cial summer correctional internship
program organized by the Beaver
sociology department Sandra will
spend time in three djrent insti
tutions in the Nw JerseyPenn-
sylvania area For six weeks she
will be working at the Turrell Resi
dential Group Center which is
small experimental institution in
New Jersey for delinquent girls cen
tered around group therapy San-
dra will then spend three weeks at
the New Jersey State Home for Girls
in Trenton living and work-
ing with young girls between the
ages of and 17 Her last intern
experience will be in the New
Jersey Reformatory for Women in
Clinton
In each of these institutions San-
dra will attend staff meetings and
will work and live informally with
the inmates Internship programs
such as this one provide invaluable
experience for college student in
her major field of interest and they
also help the student to gain ac
quaintance with the field before




The Student Mobilization Commit-
tee to End the War in Vietnam has
called for strike involving students
and faculty throughout the world
for the combined purposes of end-
ing the war in Vietnam racial op
pression and the draft
The strike date is set for April 26
with mass demonstration sched
uled for April 27 in Central Park
The Committee is asking that the
academic community speak as one
voice in opposition to the war and
unite in this international movement
for peace on variety of levels
from April 20 to 30
The 26th had been set aside by
the National Black AntiWar Anti-
Draft Union for an International
Student Strike to oppose racist op
pression of Black America racist
United States aggression against the
Vietnamese people and the viola-
tion of the right to self-determina
tion of the people of Asia Africa
and Latin America
The Student Mobilization Com
mittee is also asking for the sup-
port of high school students and
faculty throughout the world in
antiwar activities
It is estimated that millions of
students on both educational 1ev-
els from six continents are working
in cooperation with this mass peace
movement
According to pamphlet printed
and circulated by the Student Mob-
ilization Committee the strike is
intended as political strike con-
cerned with international issues ra
ther than student power strike
concerned with local demands It is
intended as one day expression
of opposition to particular policies
It is predicted that the movement
on April 26 will encompass maj
ority of the worlds students
Synchronized Swim
Show To Be Feature
At Spring Festival
One of the highlights of Spring
Festival Weekend will be the an
nual Synchronized Swim Show
.Siranjer
Rosalie Swedlin May Day Queen








Another feature of this years
show is the inclusion of 16 mem
bers of the Glassboro State College
Synchronized Swim Club
will perform routine written for







The Swim Club members are en-
thusiastic about their show and are
hoping for good audience So
bring your parents to one of the
most creative and colorful events of
Spring Festival Weekend
Because guest linen has not
been returned in former years
Mary Mac Intosh will require
ten dollar deposit on units This
will be refunded if the linens
are returned before noon Sun-
day June 1968
Sandra Foehi will be participating
in an internship program this suns-
mer sponsored by the sociology de
partment
Mr Rogers feels that the library
is the heart of college As re
Mr William Rogers will be lectur





Beavers 1968 European Seminar
leaves New York by jet airliner on
July 22 for more than six weeks of
travel sight-seeing interviews with
leaders in education and govern-
men informal seminar sessions
and meetings with university stu
dents in various centers An abun
dance of free time is provided
throughout the summer The itiner
ary includes Ireland England Hol
land Germany Denmark Finland
Sweden Norway and Scotland
concluding with three days at the
famed Edinburgh Festival
group returns to New York by air
from Prestwick Scotland on Mon
day September
recent revision of the itinerry
has excluded the Russian sector
previously announced and has in-
cluded instead an extension of the
program in Finland and Sweden
The changes have effected re
duction in cost for Seminar parti
cipants
The Seminar is led each year by
.-. Robert Swaim Chairman of
the department of religion and
Dr Conrad Letour Chairman of
philosophy Some spaces for this
the history department will be pre
senting lecture on Europe and
year are open and any students
America The Approaching Crisis
who mv be interested in joining
Saturday May of Spring Festival the P468 group are requested to see
Weekend Dr Swaim at once
sult he is tryng to build the Bea
ver library into an excellent under-
graduate facility with pleasant at-
mosphere
By 1972 Mr Rogers would like to
have one-hundred thousand vol
umes in the library To do this he
will need gifts mostly in the form
of books There is also suggestion
policy in the library Those who
wish to have the library get
book must fill out card and drop






For those who are interested in
it of cutebutnottoo-cute
old-world atmospheric dining at
reasonable prices try Castellas Old
Mill Inn which is an authentic an
tique established 1724 millby-
a-stream
When you call for reservations
OS 2-6593 which suggest you do
for the quaintness of the converted
grist mill necessitates limited cap
acity seating Mr Castella himself
answers with an apparently stock
response which goes something to
the tune of Yes Im owner bar
tender bouncer cook dishwasher
and maitred Strictly speaking
impeccable honesty is thereby sac
rificed in favor of the personal in
timate family-type gathering at
mosphere which the Castellas have
striven for and ultimately achieved
as result not only of the some
times personal seating and polite
conversation of Mr Castella but
also as result of the unique an
tique decorations
Discordant Harmony
There are inevitably few dis
cordant notes on this otherwise
harmonious scene which will offend
those with fastidiously artistic or
squeamish taste for example red
plastic bread baskets lined with of
all things tinfoil and stray rat
or two which calmly munch cast
off hunk of French bread by the
already mentioned picturesque
stream
The food however is all that
could be expected and more The
somewhat gimmicky menu is
chalk-slateboard slab the choice is
adequate yet not overwhelming and
the servings are if anything too
large for the average eater The sel
ections vary from day to day but
seem to be aimed at wide variety
of tastes
If you care for cocktail or wine
with dinner however recommend
that you talk to Mr Castella in
stead of the bartender for Mr Cas
tella is much more reasonable a-
bout out-of-state proof The bar
tender incidentally appeared to
have had one too many when
was there and was in no mood to
be convinced
Good Location
Easy accessibility is another en
dearing quality for those who have
trouble with directions or low gas
budget The Inn is located on the
corner of Horsham and York Roads
in Hatboro The Castellas welcome
guests and appear to be entertain
ing most evenings and possibly for
luncheons
Rizzos Pizzerias
The weekend of February 15-18
1968 witnessed the arrival of ap
proximately fifteen hundred col
lege students at the Forty-First
Annual Model United Nations Con
ference at the Statler Hilton Hotel
in New York City Among these
students were the ten Beaver del
egates representing the Kingdom
of Laos They were senior Betsy
Yick juniors Roberta Fine and
Niti Seth sophomores Jane Can
deo Lynn Kressel Eva McManus
and Nina Shivdasani and fresh
men Dorothy Dygas Nancy Por
osky and Linda Tumulo
Stimulation mental and physi
cal was the word for these day.
Events and activities were many
and diverse They ranged from th
Security Council sessions the Ec
onomic and Social Council sessions
and the normal sessions of the
General Assembly and its commit
tees to the Political Games to all-
night sessions at the conference
headquarters
Besides these purely stimulating
activities there were cocktail
party caucuses which provided
genuine diplomatic air and an en
joyable and relaxing break from
the days hectic activities
Dignitaries on Hand
In addition there were several
ambassadors from the United Na
tions who addressed the delegates
Among these speakers were Hun
garian Ambassador Karoly Csator
day South African Ambassador
Matthys Botha and Indonesian
Ambassador Abdulangi As re
suit of their .idresses authorita
tive opinions in controversial fields
were brought to the NMUN and the
delegates were able to observe how
national interests were reflected in
solutions to UN problems
Besides these formal addresses
the Beaver delegation had the
pleasure of meeting informally
with Mr Khamchan Pradith
Counsellor of Embassy to the Per
manent Mission of Laos to the UN
Mr Pradith graciously answered
all of the Beaver delegates ques
tions and supplemented the dele
gates knowledge of Laos so that
they were able to represent and
defend the Laotian position in the
mock world organization








HOURS 930 A.M to 930 P.M
OPEN SUNDAYS
instructive and enjoyable confer
ence which ended with final
meeting of the Beaver delegation
with Mr Pradith and his daugh
ter Jane and with numerous con
gratulatory messages to the inter
ested students of America from
high ranking UN and U.S officials
The Beaver College delegation
ox behalf of the International Re
lations Club would like to thank
Dr Gray and the SGO for their




Martin Murphy is teaching Cul
tural Anthropology for second
semester here at Beaver Mr Mur
phy who received his M.A at the
University of Michigan and is pre
sently PhD candidate there is
planning to spend next year in Al
bequenque New Mexico doing field
work for his PhD on the Keresan
Pueblo Indians
Residing in Westchester Mr
Murphy besides teaching at Bea
ver Tuesday and Thursday after
noons teaches at Westchester State
College Mr Murphys main area of
interest in anthropology is ethno
graphy study of the culture and
ways of man in the southwest
ern United States
Mr Murphy thinks highly of both
Beavers students and faculty He
finds the campus beautiful While
not studying books or people Mr
Murphy enjoys sampling restaur
ants and taverns in the Philadel
phia area
Continued from Page Col
statement of purpose criterion for
membership list Campus organiza
tions should be open to all students
without respect to race creed or
national origin except for religious
qualification required by sectarian
groups
St dents and organizations
should be free to discuss questions
of interest and support causes by
orderly means They should be al
lowed to invite and hear any per
Sons of their own choosing
Students Should be free to express
their views on issues of institutional
policy and on matters of general in
terest to the student body The stu
dent body should have clearly de
fined means to participate in the
formulation and application of in
stitutional policy affecting academic
and student affairs
The student publication should be
independent of the university both
financially and legally if possible
or sufficient freedom must be pro
vided for expression by the institu
tion Editorial freedom must be
safeguarded by provisions which
prohibit censorship and protect the
members from arbitrary suspension
because of editorial policy
The fifth article provides for Off-
Campus Freedom of Students They
must be free to exercise their rights
as citizens If activities of students
result in the violation of laws
institution authority should not be
used to duplicate the function of
general laws Only where the aca
Continued from Page Col
May 10 11 continuous from 700
p.m Admission 50c per person
Philadelphia Museum of Art an
nounces the establishment of the
Alfred Stieglitz Center Center of
Photography
Editors note Amy Melton would
be happy to receive any contribu
tions and suggestions from the Bea
ver Community concerning happen
ings or Happenings in the area
Wednesday April 24 1968
demic communitys interests are
distinct and clearly involved should
authority of the institution be as
serted
Discipline
The sixth article covers proced
ural standards in disciplinary pro
ceedings Presence or absence of an
Honor Code should be taken into
account The student should be in
formed of charges against him and
given an opportunity to refute them
or appeal them The institution is
obliged to clarify its standards of
behavior InvestigaLions of conduct
must be accompanied by the in
forming of students of their rights
Student premises or possessions
should not be searched without
proper
authorization The status of
student should not be altered
pending action on the charges
gainst him Committee procedures in
the case of formal hearing should
have provisions to include both fa
culty and students on
the commit
tee The procedures should be for
mally written or recorded Rights
of
the student should include the right
to be assisted in his defense by an
advisor of his choice
The joint statement spells out ex
plicitly the means by which student
freedom may be provided for on
campus while at the same time
an
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The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every
student achieve his maximum potential in the subject or subjects of their
choice
We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these













The International Center for Academic Research after exhaustive studies
is able to give complete money back guarantee If after following instruc
tions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably
your money will be COMPLETELY REFUNDED




Penn Fruit Shopping Center Glenside Pa
SERVICE OUR PRIVILEGE
QUALiTY OUR CONSTANT AIM
Special introductory offer expires May 1968
Price thereafter $3.95 per course
For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to
THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR ACADEMIC RESEARCH
1492 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston Mass 02135
Please include Course Last semesters average
Name ________________ ____________________ ______________
Address _______________ _____________________ _______________
City State ____ _________ _________ ______________
Zip Code _________ __________________ _____________
College or ___________ _______________________ ________________
Special group rates for fraternities and sororities 20% discount for groups of
ten or more Please include organization title ___________________________
Allow to weeks for processing and delivery
